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Mass and Elite
Foreign Policy Opinions
ROBERTW. OLDENDICK AND BARBARA ANN BARDES

THE CONFLICT between strong executive direction and building the
necessary consensus for action makes the conduct of foreignpolicy in
a democracy extremely difficult. The expression of public supportfor
foreign policy initiatives is a source of strengthin diplomacy,but such
support is difficult to gain because the mass public is generally regarded as less informed and unconcerned about foreign policy problems than about domestic issues (Almond, 1950; Caspary, 1970). In
fact, the distinctionbetween the foreign and domestic spheres is seen
as so great by some scholars that the office of the American chief
executive has been described as two presidencies-one oriented to
domestic policy and one for foreign policy (Wildavsky, 1966;Cronin,
1980). According to this perspective, the president chooses to exercise initiatives on foreign policy questions precisely because the public is relatively unconcerned and the extreme conflict which erupts
between various domestic factions can be avoided. Furthermore,the
mass public is viewed as teachable in foreign policy matters; the
president can set the agenda, persuade opinion leaders, and lead the
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public to supporthis foreign policy because the mass public does not
have firm beliefs on most foreign affairs problems.
The role of elite groups and the so-called attentive public is particularly importantin American foreign policy debates. Since public
attitudes are characterized as generally "permissive" and, since
World War II, as internationalist,the role of opinion leaders is considered critical. Dahl (1950) saw the members of Congress as agents
for the transmission of policy positions to the mass public, while
Rosenau (1961)theorized a set of linkagesfrom policy makersthrough
opinion makers and the attentive public to the membersof the general
population. In the absence of more carefully defined public attitudes
toward foreign affairs, elites are seen to play an importantrole in
shaping the public's response to presidentialinitiatives and creating
support for an active role in world affairs. The purpose of this research is to investigate the differences between elite and mass attitudes towardforeign policy questions and to answer certain questions
which are raised by these views of elite influence. Do elites actually
influence the direction of public attitudes over time? Are elite and
mass attitudes on foreign policy issues as differentas this view of the
public leads us to expect, and to what extent do we find disagreement
among the elites mirroredin the general public?
Previous research on the differences between mass and elite attitudes has focused on distinctions of attitude structure and policy
content. Following Converse (1964), the general public has been conceived as exhibiting very little constraint among its opinions, lacking
the "contextual grasp" to connect "a specific case with the general
principlebelongingin the same belief system" (1964:230).To cite the
general conclusion, it "cannot be claimed that the mass public shares
ideological patterns of belief with relevant elites at the specific level
any more than it shares the abstractconceptual frames of reference"
(1964:231).
Research on the belief systems of communityleaders and the elites
of political parties has generally confirmed the greater consistency
and coherence of elite attitudes (Luttbeg, 1968; Prothro and Grigg,
1960).Recently, Kritzer(1978)has reanalyzedthe Converse data, and
concluded that elite behavioris conditionedby a much more ideological environment than that of the general public. However, in his
investigationof attitude structuringhe found that the attitudes of the
mass public were not less structured than those of elites when
structure is operationalized in terms of the number of factors. He
suggests that using single items to analyze structureis not as reliable
as using measures based on a series of items or scales. The problem
of studying attitude structuringwith a limited numberof items is one
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which we have pointed out in anothercontext (Bardes and Oldendick,
1978), and is particularlyacute in the study of opinions on foreign
affairs.
In the domain of foreign policy, the actual structure of elite and
mass attitudes is subject to considerabledebate. While the Converse
study showed virtually no constraint within the foreign policy attitudes of the general public as comparedto the elites, recent research
has reported varying degrees of structure within public attitudes on
foreign policy questions. Much of the work has reported that these
attitudes are structured along an internationalism-isolationismcontinuum. Patchen (1970), for example, found "involvement" to be a
primary dimension in public views with "militancy" as a second
factor, while Modigliani (1972) reported "international interventionism"to be the most importantorganizingdimensionfor the public
with "administrationdistrust" as secondary.
These studies, like the Converse research, were based on a limited
number of variables which resulted in a relatively low level of constraint, and dimensions which were very broad as well as few in
number. Analysis of a much larger database suggests that public
attitudes are both more complex, i.e., multidimensional,and more
closely related to politicalphilosophythan previously thought(Bardes
and Oldendick, 1978).
Furthermore,a comparisonof elite and public responses to a comprehensive foreign policy survey showed that public and elite attitudes are similar in terms of dimensionalityand their relationshipto
commonly used measures of political identification (Oldendick and
Bardes, 1981). Using the same set of variables drawn from elite and
public surveys of foreign policy attitudes conducted in 1974, six
factors were found to structurepublic attitudes while five dimensions
organizedthe views of the elites. Three of the factors-Americanism,
Internationalism,and International Organization-appeared to hold
the same meaning for both the elite and mass samples. The other
three dimensions which organized mass attitudes were Interventionism, Defense Spending, and Leadership, while Militarism and
HumanRights dimensions completed the elite set. For both the mass
and elite groups, most of the dimensions were strongly related to the
political philosophy of the respondents.
Another way to compare elite and mass attitudes toward foreign
policy questions is to investigate the substantive preferences of the
two groups. However, most recent analyses in this area have examined the attitudes and motivations of either the elites or the general
public but not both. For example, Russett and Hansen (1975) surveyed business and militaryleaders to examine the linkages between
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economic self-interest and policy preferences, and found political
ideology to be a stronger predictor than self-interest for their elite
sample. In a different view, the purpose of Holsti and Rosenau's
(1979a, 1979b)survey of Americanleaders was to ascertainthe effects
of the VietnamWar on the policy preferencesof elites. To summarize
the reports on differentaspects of this study, they found positions on
the Vietnam conflict to be closely related to other foreign policy
views, and these divisions reflect a real lack of consensus among
American leaders. Neither of these elite studies, however, provides
any comment on mass-elite differences.
According to Mandelbaumand Schneider (1979), the "cold war
consensus" also no longer exists in the beliefs of the general public.
Their examinationof the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations 1974
public sample discovered the Americanpublic to be divided into three
groups-liberal internationalists, conservative internationalists, and
the noninternationalists,a group which is also not very interested in
foreign affairs. After reviewingthe relationshipbetween opinions on a
numberof foreign policy questions and position in this classification
scheme, the authors concluded that the "cleavage in public opinion
will hobble the conduct of foreign policy" in the future and that the
divisions are clearly linked with domestic ideological positions
(1979:70).

Such close analysis of the opinions of the elites as that of Holsti and
Rosenau or the examinationof public consensus by Mandelbaumand
Schneider contribute importantinformationabout the policy preferences of specific subgroups. However, such research does not address the question of how elite beliefs differ from the mass public.
There is no way, for example, to compare the division of elites in
groups such as supporters,converted critics, or critics of the Vietnam
Warwith comparablepublic motivations(Holsti and Rosenau, 1979a).
Another approachto the study of foreign policy attitudes involves
the use of factor analysis in examiningthe configurationof opinions
on internationalaffairs (see, e.g., Wittkopf, 1981). This method of
studying foreign policy attitudes provides some insight into the basic
dimensions of policy preferences, but the technique's dependence on
the number and range of variables leads to widely varying descriptions of the structure of mass and elite foreign policy opinions.
Furthermore,the number of dimensions in the final solution can be
allowed to include many differentissue domains, i.e., from militarism
to world problems, or compressed to one or two primarystructures.
Whenthe selection of items or the researchproceduresyield only two
dimensionsof public opinion toward foreign affairs, the two are likely
to be one measure of the degree of U.S. involvement and one mea-
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sure of the type of involvement, military or humanitarian.Thus,
factor analytic techniques can produce a number of interest dimensions which are difficult to compare, or can result in primary
classifications such as "liberal internationalist"which obscure the
complexity of individualbeliefs.
In this research, we will attempt to overcome some of the limitations of factor analysis while retainingthe concept of dimensions.
Analysis of elite and mass attitudes toward foreign policy issues will
compare elite and mass responses to identical questions with the
variablesgrouped into clusters which reflect dimensions identified in
previous factor analyses. It will also be possible to compare the
distributionof elites and mass opinions at two different times.
Data and Methods
The data used in this study come from two wide-rangingsurveys of
foreign policy opinion conducted by the Chicago Council on Foreign
Relations in 1974and 1978.1 In both these years, the council commissioned a national survey and a companionelite survey which covered
a broad spectrum of foreign policy issues, preferences, and evaluations. The 1974survey, by Louis HarrisAssociates, had a sample size
of 1,513 for the public sample and 328 for the leadershipgroup. The
1978 survey was conducted by the GallupOrganization.Sample sizes
in this year were 1,546for the generalpublic and 366 for the elite. The
same procedures for identifying elites were followed in both years
(Rielly, 1980).
In comparing mass-elite opinion on foreign policy issues in these
two years, percentagedifferenceson the frequency distributionof the
items will be examined. While this method may seem somewhat
simplistic,the lack of a common core of "nonconsensus"items across
the four surveys made attempts to construct comparablescales relatively futile.2These comparisons,therefore, are necessary in outlining
the distinctions between the general public and the elite.
Previous investigations have identified nine distinct issue areas of
foreign policy attitudes (Bardes and Oldendick, 1978; 1981). On the
I The data utilized in this paper were made available throughthe Inter-University
Consortiumfor Political and Social Research and the Chicago Council on Foreign
Relations.Neither the originalcollectors of the data, the sponsorof the studies, nor the
consortiumbears any responsibilityfor the analysis or interpretationspresentedhere.
2 A numberof recent works (for example, Bishop et al., 1978;Sullivanet al., 1978)
have demonstratedthe hazards involved in attemptingto make cross-time or crosssample comparisonswith items which are not identical in format and content. This
problemis only compoundedwhen an attempt is made to construct scales or to use
techniques such as factor analysis with such items.
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Table 1. Percent Giving "Internationalist" Responses to Questions on International
Involvement, Mass and Elites, 1974 and 1978

U.S. take an active role in world affairs
Goal: worldwide arms control
CIA should work inside other countries
Expand economic aid to other nations
Expand U.S. information programs abroad
Favor emergency aid
Leader in negotiations to avoid war
Willingness to give economic aid
Goal: keeping peace in the world
Goal: international cooperation
U.S. responsibility to take active role
Build defenses, let world take care of itself
Strong U.S. only guarantee of peace
International cooperation to solve problems
Favor economic aid to black African nations
Closer ties with W. Europe than 10 years ago
Expand trade with Communist China
Eliminate tariffs

Mass74

Elite74

Mass78

Elite78

66.8
70.0
43.3
10.6
21.7
92.7
84.8
37.8
86.5
70.4
87.0
46.1
83.5
87.4

99.1
86.7
34.9
43.3
21.7
99.1
91.5
64.8
95.7
87.2
96.9
91.8
79.5
96.3

59.2
70.1
59.4

97.0
81.1
59.3

43.6
37.0
75.2
27.9

88.0
36.2
97.4
76.8

-

-

-

basis of this research, policy questions were divided into these various domains.3
Elite-MassDifferences
One of the primary factors in any discussion of foreign policy
attitudes is internationalism.As previously mentioned, this was the
principalfactor in several studies of foreign policy opinions, and how
Americans view the world along this internationalist-isolationistcontinuum remains a prime concern. Mandelbaum and Schneider
(1979:41) have summarized how American opinion since 1940 has
grown increasingly internationalist.The data in Table 1 reflect this
internationalistorientationamongboth the mass and elite. Supportfor
an active role in world affairs for the United States is particularly
strong among the political influentialswho are almost unanimous in
their feeling that the U.S. should be active in promoting worldwide
arms control and internationalcooperation, keeping peace, and who
favor expanding trade with Communist China. Sizable majorities of
the general public-although not approachingthe consensus positions
3 Questions considered for inclusion in this analysis were those which dealt with
policy positions and which were includedin both the mass and elite surveys in a given
year. More"evaluative"questionssuch as "Do you thinkthat giving such economicaid
to other countrieshelps our own nationalsecurity or not?" and "How would you rate
the job the U.S. is now doing in containingCommunism?"were not included. While
these questions are interestingin themselves and may help account for some of the
differencesreportedhere, they are outside the scope of the currentwork.
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found among the elite-also supportan activist role for the U.S. The
differences between the mass and elite on this dimension come on
specific policy positions such as expanding economic aid to other
countries, providing aid to black African nations, and eliminating
tariffs. In addition, these percentages, and the differences between
groups, remain stable over time.
A second importantdimensionin discussing foreignaffairsis that of
militarism. In an earlier work (Oldendick and Bardes, 1981), we
reported that militarismwas a primary organizing dimension, particularly for the elite, and Patchen (1970:662-63) has shown that a
similar dimension operates within the mass public. Table 2 presents
the percentage of "militarist"responses to questions in this domain.
On a numberof these issues-for example, the U.S. commitmentto
NATO, the importanceof being a leader in militarystrength, making
and keeping military commitments, and the goal of maintainingthe
balance of power-there is very little difference between the two
groups. On several issues, however, there are some rather sharp
distinctions. In both 1974 and 1978 a much higher percentage of the
elite favored selling military equipmentto other nations and felt the
goal of defending our allies' security to be very important.The general public, on the other hand, gave more militaristicresponses to the
general goals of containing Communismand strengtheningfriendly
countries, and the feeling that power is what really counts in world
affairs.
A moderate increase in militaristicresponses can be seen between
1974and 1978, suggestingpublic dissatisfactionwith the U.S. national
Table 2. Percent Giving "Militarist" Responses to Questions on Military Involvement,
Mass and Elites, 1974 and 1978

Favor selling military equipment
Goal: containing Communism
Goal: defending our allies' security
U.S. commitment to NATO
Expand secret operations of the CIA
Expand general activities of the CIA
Leader in military strength
Leader in keeping military commitments
Send troops if friendly country attacked
Goal: promote our own national security
Goal: protect weaker nations
Goal: maintain balance of power
Goal: strengthen friendly countries
Having power is what really counts
Support some military dictators
Fewer restrictions on the CIA

Mass74

Elite74

Mass78

Elite78

35.5
58.0
35.8
73.5
9.8
13.8
70.4
39.5
26.3
86.0
30.6
53.4
39.6
70.3

58.2
34.6
47.8
68.3
2.4
7.7
74.3
36.7
38.7
92.3
26.2
56.3
28.0
56.0

33.6
63.7
54.0
83.4

66.9
45.2
78.0
87.1

37.4

30.6

66.6
20.6

67.7
23.5
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security posture. In 1978,both the public and elite samples gave more
militaristicanswers to the questions regardingNATO, defending allies' security, and containing Communism. To some extent, these
responses indicate that the mass public is more willing to adopt
"militaristic"postures in the abstract but less willing to translate
these into specific military actions.
The data for the military spending component of this domain are
presented in Table 3. In general there is little difference between the
two groups on a general willingness to "expand" military spending,
with only small percentages favoring such expansion in either year.
On the question of giving military aid, however, a much higher percentage of elites were in favor of such a position in 1974and 1978. In
addition,the issue of expanded spendingon nationaldefense is one of
the few cases where there is a significantchange on an issue between
years in both groups. In the public sample, the percentage favoring
expanded defense spendingrose from 14 percent to 34 percent, while
among elites this increase was from 8 percent to 31 percent. Figures
to be presented below indicate that members of both groups show
some concern about the diminishingrole of the United States as a
world power, and the data in Table 3 show some willingness to
expand defense spending in order to regain some of this influence.
Questions on the United States role as a world leader, presented in
Table 4, provide a somewhat mixed view of how the general public
and opinion leaders view this issue. While majoritiesin both groups
believe that it is very importantto be a leader in economic strength
and in science and technology, a higher percentage of the elite group
feels this way, while a largerproportionof the public contend that it is
importantfor the U.S. to be a leader in the standardof living. There is
also a fair amount of agreementbetween the two groups on the role
the U.S. should play in the world 10 years from now and in the degree
of respect this country commands compared with 10 years ago. The
public, however, is more likely to feel that the U.S. is playing a more
importantrole in the world comparedto 10 years ago, and to believe
that this country is falling behind the Soviet Union in power and
influence.
Table 3. Percent Giving "Pro-Spending" Responses to Questions on Military Spending,
Mass and Elites, 1974 and 1978

Favor giving military aid
Expand spending on national defense
Expand defense spending
Expand foreign military aid

Mass74

Elite74

Mass78

Elite78

22.6
14.2
14.9
3.0

40.1
8.4
9.8
2.3

28.9
34.0

60.4
31.2
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Table 4. Percent Giving "Important" Responses to Question on U.S. Role as World
Leader, Mass and Elites, 1974 and 1978
Mass74

Elite74

Mass78

Elite78

U.S. role comparedto 10 years ago
U.S. role 10 years from now
U.S. respect comparedto 10 years ago

30.3
38.8
12.8

13.1
41.5
9.8

31.2
53.5
18.3

15.8
47.2
27.9

55.6

39.3

Leader in economic strength

79.8

95.7

Leader in science and technology

80.0

90.2

Leader in standard of living
Leader in giving political leadership
U.S. falling behind USSR in power

65.6
54.7

44.7
51.1
-

In sum, these results indicate that the public believes the U.S.
shouldplay a more importantrole in the world and is concerned about
maintaininga high level of materialwealth. These figures correspond
with responses to the "Americanism"domain which are reported in
Table 5. Quite clearly, the general populace is much more chauvinistic than is the elite. For example, 88 percent of the public believed
that America's real concerns should be at home, not abroad, compared to 26 percent in the elite group. Similardifferences exist in the
percentages saying it is very importantto protect the jobs of American workers (77 percent to 34 percent in 1974; 81 percent to 35
percent in 1978), to protect the interests of American business (41
percent to 17 percent and 48 percent to 27 percent), and to bring
democracy to other nations (30 percent to 13 percent and 29 percent
to 15 percent). Likewise, almost 45 percent of the mass sample agreed
that the United States is rich and powerful enough to go it alone,
comparedwith the less than 5 percent of the elite group which held
this position. The smallest differenceon this dimensionconcerned the
question of securing adequate supplies of energy, which sizable
majorities of the mass and elite group in both years felt was very
important.Overall, the largest differences between the mass and elite
Table 5. Percent Giving "Chauvinistic" Responses to Questions on Americanism, Mass
and Elites, 1974 and 1978

Goal: secure adequateenergy supplies
Goal: bring democracyto other nations
Goal: protect Americanbusiness abroad
Goal: protectjobs of Americanworkers
Goal: promotecapitalismabroad
America'sreal concerns should be at home
U.S. is powerfulenough to go it alone
Dedicationto the spread of free enterprise
Goal: keep up the value of the dollar

Mass74

Elite74

Mass78

Elite78

79.7
30.1
41.4
76.9
19.1
88.2
44.3
80.0

77.3
13.4
17.4
34.5
9.4
26.3
3.8
60.5

82.3
28.6
47.6
81.0

87.7
14.6
26.7
35.1

-

89.3

-

73.0
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samples are found on this Americanismdimension, and these distinctions appear to have remained fairly stable across years. This
"Americafirst" orientationof the generalpublic may be the source of
greaterinconsistency in overall policy preferences. While elites seem
to understand the interdependence of the world economy, public
responses support both economic assistance and isolationism.
In Mandelbaum and Schneider's recent discussion of American
public opinion on foreignpolicy, they noted the increasingimportance
of detente as an issue. As they commented, the 1976 presidential
campaignwas a watershedfor foreign policy opinion trends because it
broughtdetente to the fore as an issue over which there is fundamental disagreement(1979:35).The data in Table 6 show how mass and
elite opinions on this issue are distributed.Since no items appear on
both surveys, comparisonsbetween years are impossible. Moreover,
the questions in the 1974 survey were more general in content, while
those in 1978focused on relations with the Soviet Union. In general,
however, there is strong support in both groups for the concept of
improvingrelations with our "enemies." This sentiment is somewhat
stronger, and almost unanimous,within the elite, with "pro-detente"
responses being generally in the 80 percent-90 percent range. The
majorexception here is on the question of limiting computer sales to
the USSR, with about one-thirdof the general public and of the elite
opposed to limiting such sales.
Table 6 also reveals that the mass public is less likely to favor
cooperation when it involves a specific interaction with the USSR.
The data are insufficient for determiningwhether this is due to some
change in mass opinion or to the public's inclinationto be somewhat
more supportive of abstract principles than of their application
(Prothro and Grigg, 1960). These data are also consistent with the
Table 6. Percent Giving "Cooperate" Responses to Questions on Detente, Mass and
Elites, 1974 and 1978

Work closely with USSR to prevent war
Learn to live with USSR and Red China
U.S. and USSR should agree not to allow war
Peace through learning to live with enemies
U.S.-USSR long-term agreements possible
U.S.-China long-term agreements possible
Oppose restricting U.S.-USSR trade
Favor U.S.-USSR joint energy efforts
Oppose prohibiting exchange of scientists
Oppose limiting computer sales to USSR
Favor limiting some nuclear weapons
Favor banning all nuclear weapons

Mass74

Elite74

82.0
89.2
72.5
90.4
69.3
65.5

92.8
96.9
64.5
90.6
87.3
80.7

Mass78

Elite78

46.4
68.2
54.1
33.2
70.8
61.9

80.6
90.4
87.7
35.5.
92.1
60.7
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Table 7. Percent Giving "Supportive" Responses to Questions on International
Organizations, Mass and Elites, 1974 and 1978

Goal: strengthening the UN
Leader in support of international org.
Conduct foreign policy through international
org.
Only way to keep peace is through international
org.

Mass74

Elite74

Mass78

Elite78

49.7
57.6

31.5
48.5

51.5

25.5

71.3

58.6

49.0

41.4

previously reported figure showing the elite to be more internationalist in its views and more likely to believe that international
cooperation is necessary for maintainingworld order.
This greater supportamong the leadershipgroup for internationalist
positions and cooperationdoes not extend to supportfor international
organizatons. The percentages in Table 7 indicate that the public is
slightly more likely to feel that the goal of strengtheningthe United
Nations is very important,that the U.S. should be a leader in support
of internationalorganizations, that this country should conduct its
foreign policy throughsuch groups, and that the only way to achieve
peace is through these organizations. While the elites are generally
favorable toward world involvement, they are less inclined than the
public to believe that organizations such as the UN should be
strengthenedor that policy should be made throughsuch groups. One
hypothesis for these differences is that the elite is less willing to
release the control which would be necessary to make such an organization strong, and they are more aware that the League of Nations
and the UN have not been particularlysuccessful in their attempts to
bring about world peace and to solve global crises.
The "moral issues" in foreign policy, which were championed by
Jimmy Carterin the 1976 election campaignand which he attempted
to inject into decision-makingin foreign affairs during his term in
office, appear to be more attuned to elite sentiment than to mass
opinion. The data in Table 8 reveal that although both groups are
Table 8. Percent Giving "Pro-Human Rights" Responses to Questions on Human Rights,
Mass and Elites, 1974 and 1978

Should be more active in opposing apartheid
Treatment of Soviet Jews not U.S. business
Pressure countries that violate human rights
Leader in moral values
Morally wrong to support dictatorship
Defend human rights in other countries

Mass74

Elite74

Mass78

Elite78

42.9
54.0
76.0
63.9
80.5

60.7
65.3
88.2
81.0
73.8

47.5
54.0
73.1

69.3
68.8
81.2

41.6

35.9
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supportive of human rights, slightly higher percentages of the leadership group take "pro-humanrights" stances on these issues. The
question receiving the most support in this set is that the United
States should pressure countries that violate human rights, while the
largest difference between the two groups is on the question of
whether the U.S. should be more active in opposing apartheid.
Moreover, the basic support for human rights stances, as well as
differencesbetween the groups, appearsto be unchangedafter several
years of presidentialemphasis.
In addition to being generally more supportive of human rights
positions, the elite group tends to feel that the goal of solving world
problems is more importantthan does the general public. Although
the data shown in Table 9 are not extensive, they do indicate that the
elites believe that such things as improvingthe standardof living in
less developed countries, combatingworld hunger, and helping solve
world inflation are importantforeign policy goals.
Conclusions
To summarize these data, it can be said that there are definite
distinctions between the mass and the elites on foreign policy questions. The two groups differ most on the degree of internationalism
expressed in their views. Elites are much more supportive of an
activist role for the U.S. in world affairs than is the general public,
and also demonstrate far greater understandingof the interdependence of nations. The leadership group is also much more favorable
toward detente, advocates advancing human rights positions, and
believes that the U.S. should be a leader in solving world problems.
The electorate, on the other hand, tends to be much more chauvinistic, to believe that the U.S. is strong enough to go it alone, and that
its primary concerns should be at home. Paradoxically, the general
public also wants the U.S. to continue to play a strong international
role in world affairs. In addition,the generalpublic is more supportive
of internationalorganizationsthan is the elite.
For the most part, these data raise more questions about the foreign
policy process than they answer. There is virtually no evidence that
Table 9. Percent Saying "Very Important" to Questions on the Role of the United States in
Solving World Problems, Mass and Elites, 1974 and 1978

Goal: improve standard of living
Goal: combat world hunger
Goal: help solve world inflation

Mass74

Elite74

Mass78

Elite78

40.4
62.4
67.7

62.8
77.0
82.0

37.0
62.3

64.1
66.4
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elites such as those interviewed for the council studies have any
influence over mass opinions. Although these leaders hold political
office, direct the mass media, or lead major interest groups, their
opinions diverge sharply from those expressed by the mass public.
The frequencies for these two surveys do not show any closing of the
gap between mass and elite attitudes on such questions as supplying
military equipment and military aid, on foreign policy goals, or on
supportfor humanrights. This may be due to the long-termnature of
some of the issues on which opinion in both groups may have crystallized, the failure to determine which issues were "emerging"or at a
"critical change" stage and therefore most susceptible to leadership
effects, or the fact that the four-year span between surveys was not
sufflcient for detecting the shapinginfluence of the elite. Ratherthan
converging opinions, the most important shifts discovered were the
parallel increases in militaristicor defense-relatedquestions for both
the mass and elite samples. Clearly, these data raise questions about
the conception of elites as agents for transmittingpositions to the
electorate.
The role of the presidentas the "teacher"of citizens also finds little
support in this research. Public support for U.S. actions to secure
human rights in other nations did not increase during the Carter
presidency. Although there is little reason to expect the public to
support policies such as "pressuring countries that violate human
rights"in the 1974data, humanrights were a majorcampaignissue in
1976and a highpriorityof foreignpolicy after the 1977inaugurationof
Mr. Carter. If presidential leadership of foreign policy opinion is
likely, the 1978 council survey should show this effect. In fact, there
is more evidence for a shift in public opinion against the president's
announced position over this four-year period. Both the elites and
masses increased their expressed supportfor many differentkinds of
defense activities-for the CIA, for NATO, for more defense spending, and for defending our allies. In contrast to this shift toward
hawkishness, the Carter years emphasized peacemaking and arms
reduction as national goals. This public rejection of the president's
prioritiesnot only lessens our estimation of the president'spowers of
persuasion but also raises the question of what other factors might
explain such changes in both mass and elite beliefs. The candidates
for such influence include external events and media interpretations
of the relative military strengthof the United States. The problem of
explaining such changes in mass perceptions of the national image is
one which demands more research and multiple levels of data.
The disparities between elite and mass foreign policy opinions reported here reinforceobservationsby other scholars that there is little
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consensus on foreign policy questions. This study provides a link
betwen the elite studies of Holsti and Rosenau and the analyses of
public opinion provided by Mandelbaumand Schneider, Wittkopf,
and others, by showing that there is as little consensus between elites
and the general public as within those respective groups. While the
electorate does express strong supportfor some general principles of
U.S. policy, there is little agreementon the kinds of issues, such as
selling military equipment, which demand the specific applicationof
general principles. To conclude, these data suggest that, rather than
being a consensus awaiting presidential policy initiatives, public
opinionon foreignpolicy issues is divided, and every specific decision
in this area is likely to generate opposition from some segment of
society. Moreover, the presidentcannot depend upon the tool of elite
influence to rally the public to his side on foreign policy questions.
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